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Presentation Notes
Introduce me and Grant / Marvin – delighted to be here etcThis is a different sort of presentation – rather than just relaying back results from one study – it explores what happens to study results … Fit with conference theme – innovation and ingenuity



Have you ever wondered?
• What happens to 

– Surveys?
– Interviews?
– Data collected?
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Let me start by asking you a question  - Have you ever wondered what happens to data once it is collected? - those questionnaires you complete - the interview you didMay be you have even collected data for a study ..We are not always aware of what happens to that data are we – it is one thing I love about Kaupapa Maori research – the expectation that there is good (preferably oral) feedback and there is clarity as to what the benefits of the study are to the community… Today I want to share with you the results of a range of studies which have been done round the world, which have used medical imaging to uncover new neuroscience findings and then to share with you how these findings are changing the face of leadership and leadership development ….  And our profession is at the heart of this development …



Leadership Today
• Current Challenges

– Complexity
– Rate and scope of change
– New mechanisms of communication 
– Stress
– Reduced engagement

• Call for  New Form of Leadership
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So – what do we know about leadership?Well the literature tells us that there are a number of challenges facing leaders today:We read that complexity is certainly an issue – the world is getting more and more complex – which means solutions have to get more and more complex. We frequently read of adaptive leadership to cope with this and a systems approach to look at the complex interrelated nature of a system.  Some literature cites health care as particularly complex in nature – making our environments even more complex to leadChange is another factor – there is no doubt that we live in a world where the only thing you can be certain of is change – and the scope and rate of change is ever accelerating – meaning that leaders in the future have to be able to flex and adapt to surviveThen there is Social media and other new tools changing how we communicate with each other and how we communicate with patients (and students if we are in education).  How do we keep up with the various mechanisms out there – and how do we manage those mechanisms in a professional community?(Link to Buck Shelford talk yesterday on stress and health) Another challenge is the ever increasing demands placed on us which leads to increasing work hours and overwhelm at work – and the impact that has on health.  How do we ensure that we look after ourselves as well as our patients?  What can leaders do to ensure their staff stay healthy?And – engagement is becoming a hot topic – with numerous studies claiming the need for greater staff engagement.  Indeed a recent study in Germany claimed that staff were worse off psychologically in work – disengaged, than unemployed – that working in an organisation with bad management was worse than not having a job – in terms of negative impact  on the individual.  Other studies show the high percentage of people at work who are not engaged, or worse who are actively disengaged – and talk about the cost of this to workplaces. In 2012 NZ was shown to have low levels of engagement compared to other developed countries (compare to happiest comment by Buck Shelford – but not productive)?SO what is being done?  Well - The Kings Fund in the UK have undertaken a whole range of studies over 2011 and 2012 looking at various aspects of health care leadership and they, along with many other authors are asking for a new style of leadership … the old hierarchical – autocratic style of leadership is now deemed to be old fashioned and ineffective  except in very specific contexts – yet we still often see it in health care don’t we? … 



What is being Proposed?
• Compassion, Creativity & Courage
• Soul & Spirit
• Head, Heart & Gut
• Authenticity
• Deeper connection with people
• Adaptive and Collaborative
• Wisdom
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So – what is being proposed instead?Well – just some of the ideas from the literature include:The need for compassion, creativity and courage to be introduced into the field of leadership.  Indeed Christine Boedker in Australia undertook a massive study looking at leadership styles and comparing them to productivity – across 77 organisations and involving over 500 people – and she found compassionate leadership was the most effective style of leadership to increase productivity … and in June this year the NHS leadership academy published a paper saying that is exaclty what is needed in health care leadership – already updating the Kings fund papers only 18 months old.Other authors call for soul and spirit in leadership – spirit in terms of wider purpose – other than x-raying patients – what is our higher purpose in medical imaging and radiotherapy?  Do we ever think beyond the day to day lists – and patient throughput?The call for head heart and gut leadership – fits very nicely with mBIT and what I want to share with you today – so I will come back to that – but it is interesting that the call for that is coming from numerous sources internationally.  There is a whole  new field of neuro leadership being establishedMany authors are calling for authenticity in leadership -  a realness – a transparency – and a sense that leaders bring themselves to work  to inspire othersThere is a great deal of literature coming out of that which talks of the need to generate real and deep connections with people – to really work on relationships and really knowing what drives peopleAs I have already mentioned there is a drive towards an adaptive flexible style of leadership – which encompasses the best of all the published styles – depending on what is needed at any point in time – for the people and context you find yourself in –  but that puts huge pressure on leaders to be able to work across all the styles  - even though they may have had little or no leadership training and Finally - There is a call for greater wisdom – a wisdom that looks beyond the local to global and sustainable leadership – a wisdom that takes on multiple viewpoints and a wisdom that looks beyond the here and now … and well beyond what the individual leader is set to gain for themselves



New Developments
• Developments in Neurosciences
• Multiple brains

– Head
– Heart
– Gut
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And this is where this presentation comes into its own I want to share with you some of the latest findings in neuroscience – findings which largely have been generated from within medical imaging – which are giving a whole new layer to complement what we already know about leadershipSo – believe it or not what neuroscience is showing us is that we have in fact got three brains not oneNow – while we might not have known this – in that it might not have been the way we were taught anatomy  – on another level – you will absolutely have known this … and science is now catching up with what we and spiritual traditions have known for thousands of yearsSo – now you know you have three brains – or complex adaptive neural networks or intelligences being called brains … not by us – but in the literature … Just for a moment – think about where you were at 5 minutes ago – if I had said to you – point to your brain – where would you have pointed?  (yeah – you probably all would have pointed to your head – right?)But if I asked you – how do you know you like someone – I mean - really like someone?  Where is that knowledge based – you might well have put your hands over your chest? Right?  You know your emotions are based in your heart region – so – if I was talking to you over a pint of beer or a glass of wine and I asked you tell me about the love of your life … to really tell me about that person you would have to talk from the heart – Telling me what you think you know – or what you feel you should feel – which is in the head – is not really accessing what it really means to you to have that person in your life … And likewise – if I asked you to think of something that is about some deep courage you hold inside – maybe you have done a bungy ump – or a skydive – maybe it was giving a public talk or going in for a really important job interview … where do you feel that?  What terms come to mind when you think of accessing that deep courage – courage that may be related to a deep sense of who you are and what you are worth … its about gut feel – its about having the guts to do it – or being (excuse my language) shit scared … - you feel nerves in your gutsAnd today just listen to people as they talk and you will start to hear them referring to the 3 brains as they talk – heart on their sleeves / butterfleis in their stomach etc



What constitutes a brain?
• Inter-neurons, 

neurotransmitters
• Glial cells
• Complex adaptive 

neural network

• Head brain ~ 100 Billion neurons
• Gut brain ~ 200 – 500 Million neurons
• Heart brain ~ 30 – 120 Thousand neurons
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So – what makes these neural centres brains then?  Why are they called brains in the literature?  Surely if it is just about a bunch of nervous tissue that could be the eye – or the ear?Well – the definition being given is that the complex network of tissue includes within it: 3 componentsConnections between neurones and the presence of neuro transmitters to relay signals from one neurone to the nextThere has to be glial or support cells – to maintain the network of nervesAnd it has to be a complex adaptive network – so not just two cells joining to span a large distance – but a network of connecting and communicating cells – which can adapt from within – so they do not have to signal the head brain to make changes within that network – they adapt themselves to stimuli and triggers  and you can see here the number of neurones in each brainAnd –through a combination of post mortem studies and medical imaging we now know there are three such ‘brains’ though there is also some literature which implies that there are at least two more brains being considered (the reproductive brain and the vagus nerve) – and there are also some authors claiming a spiritual brain – which offers connectivity to others and to our environment and the energy within the environment – but at present – the data only substantiates these three brains from the definition agreed in neuroscience – but its why the techniques I am describing are called multiple not 3 brain techniques – because  we are expecting more to be declared brains soon



Methodology
• Using established evidence
• Behavioural Modelling
• Action Research
• Case Study based
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So – this is where I take you back to my initial question Have you ever wondered what happens to data?Grant and Marvin have spent the last three years reviewing and critiquing the data related to multiple brains – doing meta analysis and meta synthesis to bring together what is being found in various institutions around the world.Firstly they brought it together – instead of looking at the brains in isolationFrom that they have begin to ask the ‘So what’ – so what does knowing this mean?  What impact might this have? How might it change what we do or know?  And in relation to this presentation – we will look at that in relation to leadership, though they have also been looking at decision making, coaching, health and education … They have then undertaken action research to test out their theories of how this knowledge can be used in a practical way and developed a model which can be used in leadership to potentially offer this new way of leading that the literature has been asking for.Finally – and this is where we are at now – we are testing out that model in case study based research to see if it makes any difference – if the model works in practice



Initial findings
• Prime Functions
• Highest expression
• mBIT Road Map
• Foundational Sequence
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S0 - Let me just share with you some of those initial findings … What is becoming clear – and I alluded to this earlier – is that each of the three brains has a prime function – responsibility if you like for key areas – and I will share those with you in the next slideThe model also describes for each brain a highest expression – that when the brain is working optimally and the trhee brains are working in good alignment with each other – the highest expression of each is demonstrated – which takes the person on the mBIT road map – or pathway to emerging wisdom …And the route you take, or the order in which you communicate with your three brains seems to matter -  they appear to work best in a particular order – which is called the foundational sequence.And this is the basis of the mBIT mdoel



The Prime Functions of the 
Neural Networks

Cognitive Perception
Thinking
Making meaning

Emoting
Values
Relational affect

Identity
Self Preservation

Mobilisation
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So if we look at the prime functions?It will come as no surprise that the head brain is responsible for processing of information cognitively, for thinking things through, planning and for making meaning.  Anything that happens to you is just stuff (to use a technical term!) – but you process that and give it meaning – you label it – you personalise it  and it becomes part of your story.  No two people will have the same story – even if they were exposed to the same stuff … The heart brain – again – this will be of no real surprise – is about your emotions – its about what is important to you – or your values and it is about relating to others. That connection that we spoke of earlier than some authors are calling for in leadershipAnd your enteric or gut brain is where you hold your core identity – so it is about protection and self preservation – and interestingly it is also mobilisation / motivation – courage – getting things done.So you can see why we need to use all three brains in leadership
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Remember I also said that when all three brains are working effectively and in good alignment, they also have a higher expression – well – the highest expression of the three brains is shown here.The head brains works towards creativity – that ability to plan and have options – to think through how things can happen – the ability to be flexible – that we know is so required in this new style of leadership in a complex world … And the heart brains highest expression is compassion – thats compassion for self and compassion for others – individuals and the world we live in.  That sense of being connected.  The word compassion was deliberately chosen above love as love can be selfish – you can love yourself to the detriment of others – just as you can lead for personal gain - – but compassion is about relating and connecting – for the good of allAnd the gut brain is about courage – the courage and motivation to actAnd you need all threeCan you imagine a leader who has great courage but no compassion – they might make things happen – but their people skills are likely to be lacking.Or conversely - Can you imagine a leader who has huge compassion – but has no courage or who is not connecting with their creativity – the organisation would be high on empathy – but would struggle with effectiveness.You can probably think of world leaders who have shown this well – people like Nelson Mandela – who brought South Africa out of aparteidh – not by violence, but through genuine compassion for all and connecting across races – and he showed huge courage and huge creativity alongside the compassion – you compare that to leaders like Hitler, Gadaffi, Sadam Hussein, look at Syria today and North Korea … where strengths in one brain are well demonstrated, but where there appears to be a lack of alignment between the brains or an over reliance on one brain … which is then to the detriment of the whole system. (link to Syria news – pray for peace and safety there)But lets come closer to home again – lets just think about managers and leaders you have worked with in relation to this new knowledge – looking at them now – what brains would you say were their strengths?  What brains did they maybe overlook?  Can you be honest with yourself and identify which brain is your preference – when thinking about working with others, getting things done?Grant and I are just in the process of developing a tool to measure brain preference, so watch this space … in the very near future we will have a tool where by we can begin to look at this in more depth and help people to begin to access the brains that have previously been under utilised, showing how by using all three brains (if in good alignment ) – how that can hugely increase effectiveness, but also your own comfort and sense of satisfaction in what you do Can you think of a time in the past where you have wanted to do something – but it didn’t happen – or you found that you had your head saying one thing and your heart saying another – maybe in relation to whether to take a job – or a promotion – or studying again? ?  It is likely that your three brains were not well aligned … mBIT gives you the techniques to get that alignment back



Autonomic Nervous System
• Autonomic Coherent state – balance
• ANS impact on what neural networks 

do
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So - The last bit of the model is based around your autonomic nervous system.  This is what brings the brains together In order to work with the three brains you have to come from a place of autonomic balance.  You will be well aware of the physiological changes which occur as your sympathetic or parasympathetic system kicks into play.  What mBIT has found is that there is a very simple technique to put the autonomic nervous system into a coherent or flow state and from there you can access all three brains and communicate directly with them – bringing them back into balance – which is amazing in itself – but what is even more exciting is that we have found once you do this – new wisdom emerges – new choices – and options – greater flexibility and it is not what we would have expected to emerge … So – for me as a coach – it is vital I work with clients not ‘knowing” – letting their own wisdom emerge – which is really empowering for clients – as a coach I merely guide that process – and as the client comes up with their own wisdom and solution – there is unlikely to be any real resistance to it … Just to explain the graphic on this slide – the two heart rythyms shown here are firstly – someone in a mild state of frustration – so feeling the feeling of frustration and looking at what that does to heart rate variability – which can be measured on any pulse point The second picture is once you get that same person to feel appreciation – the rythym changes - it settles into a more flowing sine wave and it shows a settled or coherent autonomic nervous systemAnd this takes as little as two minutes to achieve – with a bit of practice …so this is something that can be used in any scenario to help people get into a good state for example when you have got to  to make decision – face a crisis – and certainly is useful within leadership … And this all came from medical imaging findings showing we have three brains or complex adaptive networks … amazing … this is the contribution we have in research … and we don’t even realise it



What Next?
• Increasing Evidence Base
• Training and Awareness
• Raising curiosity and interest

mBraining.com
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So what next?I have joined Grant and Marvin and we are pursuing research to generate an even greater evidence base for the model of mBIT in a whole range of contexts… mBraining originated in Australia and came to New Zealand last July when the first coach certification training was offered – and is already in Canada, and the UK and heading for mainland Europe in 2014.I was privileged to be trained as an mBIT coach in February this year and will complete my trainers qualification in November.  So – if you want to find out more just get in touch with me.Myself and a colleague in the next couple of months will also be offering a two day introductory course called ‘Evolve your World’ – for people who want the knowledge, but do not feel they need to be coach certified. So – again get in touch if you want to know where and when that will be happening.And – you can read about it in this book – readily available on amazon – if you are now curious about your three brains – get hold of a copy and read more about how this came about and how the three brains can be used effectively.Also – have a look at mBraining.com – which is full of useful information and practical tools to get you started – there are some interviews with some of the key researchers and thinkers behind this – articles that have been published etc



Thank You

mBraining.com

Grant Soosalu - grantsoosalu@gmail.com
Suzanne Henwood – shenwood@unitec.ac.nz
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If you have any more questions please do contact myself or Grant and I hope many of you will follow this up – especially as we as MITS have had such a fundamental role in its creationYou might want to think through what this might mean to you – now that you know this – what thinking is already going on in your head about how you could use it – or develop it further?And - You might want to reflect at a heart level – how you relate to others, patients, colleagues and the wider profession – and what is important to you about medical imaging and how you might want to get even more involved in leading it forward in the future – it is through accessing those values at heart level that you will generate movement to change at gut levelAnd you might want to dig deep into your gut brain and ask ‘who am I as a professional?’ – What aspect of myself do I need to connect with to make changes in the profession or department?   … how do you get in touch with that courage and motivation to move beyond thinking about what could be done – to actually making something happen?  Making it happen in a compassionate way with full alignment across your three brains so that all parties benefit…I hope you will  take this knowledge, explore it further and apply it to make a real difference to you and to your work place … And - "I'd like to finish if I may with a short story that you possibly have already heard, yet I feel its worth hearing again and especially in relation to the topic of this presentation. Many years ago, a man came across three bricklayers busy at work. He asked the first bricklayer, "What are you doing?"��"I'm laying bricks," the first bricklayer said.��The man asked the second bricklayer the same question.��"I'm feeding my family," was the reply.��The passerby then posed the question to the third bricklayer.��"What are you doing?" he asked. ��"I'm building a great cathedral that will inspire millions of people for centuries to come," the third bricklayer replied with pride in his voice.��"So when you are back at work and doing your next xray or scan, or treating a patient, remind yourself that you're not just doing a scan, and you're not just putting food on the table and a roof over your head, all of which are worthy activities in themselves, and - remind yourself that you are not only caring for a nation – you are also part of a scientific endeavour that is uncovering knowledge about how we as humans function and building a database of understanding that is being used to generate new models of leadership and bringing greater wisdom to a world so sorely in need of it now. I hope you find that inspiring and I hope that makes you proud to be in this profession Genuinely – and with heart felt gratitude - Thank you for your attention … 
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